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ABSTRACT
The "Pulsed-Reflector Mode" of operation of a solid
state optical maser is demonstrated experimentally* This
laser configuration utilizes a Kerr cell shutter with the
normal Fabry-Perot laser system, to switch the cavity and
hence the regenerative environment, from a condition of high
value to one of low value „ This mode produces giant output
oulses, with peak-power increases of at least 100 to 1 over
the same optical maser output pulsations while operating in
the normal mode. Optical alignment of the system, operating
in both the normal and "Pulsed-Reflector Mode", plus a
method for determining the polarization of the emergent
optical maser beam are covered in detail*
The writer wishes to express his thanks to Professors
Carl E. Menneken and Eugene Co Crittenden Jr„, of the
United States Naval Postgraduate School, for their encourage-
ment, guidance and helpful criticism in the preparation of
this paper and to the members of the Laser Rese£rch and
Development Group of the Hughes Aircraft Company, for their
excellent advice on the performance of the experimental
work, In particular, the writer is indebted to Jr* Eric J„
Woodbury for his guidance and assistance throughout the ten
weeks at Hughes* The obtainment by the author of the
experimental data presented in this oaper, was in many
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hold level after Kerr cell switching
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action
g. statistical weight of the level i
h Planck's constant = 6.625 x lO"'^ 7 erg-sec
I intensity of an electromagnetic wai'e after traversing
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I Q intensity of an incident electromagnetic wave
°K degrees Kelvin
k Boltzmann 's constant = 1„3R x 10" 2^ jcules/°K
*\ u a. e length
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L
r
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N total active Ion density per unit volume of ruby
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The advent of the optical maser has extended the range
of controlled electromagnetic radiation to the infrared and
visible light spectrum.
The first operating laser was a solid-state design pro-
duced by T. H. Maiman. It employed a synthetic ruby crystal
doped with chromium. The crystal was machined to optical
tolerance, with both ends of the resulting ruby rod silvered
to enhance reflection. Bathed in white light from an elec-
tronic flash lame, the green content of the incident pumping
light provided energy to the crystal,, The principles in-
volved in generating the resulting stimulated emission of
coherent and monochromatic light, at 6943A°, are discussed
in Section II of this paper.
Actually laser history begins with the maser. J. Weber
suggested the possibility of maser action in 1952. (2), (3)
A maser was constructed by C. H„ Townes in 1955„ (4) A
solid state version of the device was proposed in 1956 by
N. Bloembergen. (5)
1. The name "MASER" is an acronym for Microwave amplifica-
tion by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. The use of
the name "LASER" as a short form for optical maser or
Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation,
is currently in vogue. Because this device is simoly
a variant of the basic maser princiole, the more
accurate description of optical maser is preferrable.
However, the term "LASER", because of its advantage
of compactness, will be used throughout the major
portions of th n*s paper.

An extension of the basic maser principle to permit
operation in the light spectrum was suggested by A. L.
Schawlow and C. H. Townes in 1958. (1)
The ruby laser built by T. H. Maiman in 1960 was rec-
ognized by industry as the first to function. (6), (10)
Next in the line of progress was a continuously operating
gas laser announced in 1961 by A. Javan, W. R. Bennet, and
D. R. Herriott. (7)
During 1961, amplification with gain on the order of
two was reported by P. Kisliuk and Af. S. Boyle. (9)
Early in 1961, R. H . Hellwarth reported on the theory
of obtaining giant pulsations from ruby. (13) Several
months later, this theory was successfully demonstrated at
the Hughes Research Laboratory utilizing ruby in a configur-
ation which has come to be known as the "Pulsed-Reflector
Mode" of laser operation.
A compilation of data on currently operating lasers is
presented in Table 1 below. (32) Doling material is shown
in oarenthesis following the primary laser material.
TABLL 1 Operating Lasers
2Laser Material Where Developed Output Spectral Lines
(A°)
He-Ne Bell 11,180; 11,530; 11,600
11,990; 12,070
Ruby (0.05$ Cr ion) Hughes 6,943
Ruby (0.5$ Cr ion) Varian and Bell 7,009; 6,943; 7,041
CaPp (0.05$ U ion) IBM 25,000
CaF
2 (0.1# Sm) IBM 7,0P2
2. Outout wavelength varies with temperature.
2

3aP2 (U ion) MIT 27,000
CaW04 (Neodymuim ion) Bell 10,600
2. Laser Applications^
The following are but a few of the many possible future
applications where laser systems may play an important role:
(1) Short range optical ranging and trackingo In this
application, angular resolution can be increased by
many orders of magnitude over that possible at radar
frequencies. In fact, beam spread can be kept to such
low values that in many cases it may be possible to
have the target completely intercept the beam. Then
the l/R dependence in the radar range equation is
replaced by a 1/R^ dependence due to the return path
alone
.
(2) Space, earth and undersea communications; medical
applications such as suturing, cauterization and cell
surgery appear to be promising
.
Of these two primary areas of laser system applications the
"Pulsed-Ref lector Mode" will find more immediate application
to the first of the two areas. Utilization of laser systems
in the second area of consideration may be feasible, but it
is felt that scientific investigation into the behaviour of
molecular construction and chemical bonds within homogeneous
substances, under high intensity radiation, may prove to be
more fruitful for the immediate future.
3. For a more detailed and easily read coverage of this
topic, refer to (32) and (27)




The objective of this paper is to present the results
of a systematic experimental investigation of the "Pulsed-
Reflector Mode" operation of a ruby laser. The theory
associated with the "Pulsed-Ref lee tor Mode" of laser opera-
tion appears in Section ITI of this paper.
In order to perform a comprehensive investigation of
the improvement in laser power outout due to the "Pulsed-
Reflector Mode" operating configuration, it is essential
that one not only consider the "before" and "after" experi-
mental results as contrasted to the normal mode of operation,
but also the individual effects caused by each component
part of the overall system.
For this reason attention is focused on the following
topics
:
(1) Effects of physical alignment of the interferome-
ter system upon energy output during laser operation
in the normal mode
„
(2) A method for determining the direction of polar-
ization of the laser output beam.
(3) Individual effect of the Kerr cell and i/vo lias ton
prism upon laser threshold energy and energy output.
(4) Optical alignment of the "Pulsed-Peflee tor Mode"
laser system.
(5) Peak power and energy output while operating in
the pulsed-ref lee tor mode as contrasted to the normal
mode of laser operation.




GENERAL THEORY OF STIMULATED OPTICAL EMISSION PROM RUBY1
1. Introduction
In order to extend electronic techniques to submilli-
meter or shorter wavelengths and yet avoid the almost im-
possible task of fabricating cavity resonators with dimen-
sions comparable to these short wavelengths, one turns
reasonably to the idea of using natural atomic, ionic or
molecular resonators.
One of the problems involved in obtaining radiation by
the stimulated emission process is that competing relaxation
mechanisms such as spontaneous emission have a good chance
of removing the excitation energy from an excited ion before
stimulated optical emission can occur. In the near infrared
or shorter wavelength region, one is faced with fast rates
of spontaneous emission. This implies that a high induced
transition probability, "h^> is required to bring about
stimulated emission. (See equation (15), Appendix E)
Consider the following table of radiative lifetimes of
excited states. Thermal relaxation time has been neglected
in the table below, with the rates of decay shown being
primarily those due to spontaneous emission.
A (cm) T-,(sec) \ (sec)
1 3 x 10 6 3 x 1010
1. The theory presented in this section is a compilation of
the more detailed accounts contained in references (15),
(20), (22), (27), (28), (36) and a private communication
originated by Dr. M. L. Stitch entitled, "Laser-What It
Is; 'What It Does", for interdepartmental distribution in
Hughes Aircraft Company.

10" 2 3 5 x 10
4
10" 4 5 x 10" 6 3 x 10~ 2
Where
,
T(5£C)=: 3h l\ (1)
and, /Cf , the matrix element involved in the transition is
1 x 10-18 esu for 1^ and .01 x 10" ls esu for Y2 .
The column of values of T
-,
corresponds to an electric
dipole transition and would be appropriate for electronic
transitions of free atoms or vibrational or rotational tran-
sitions of polar molecules. The column of values of Tp
corresponds to a magnetic dipole transition such as the
paramagnetic resonances used for microwave and optical
masers
.
Prom the table, one sees that spontaneous emission
occurs quite rapidly at optical wavelengths and slowly at
centimeter wavelengths, thus imposing a limiting criteria
upon sources of pump radiation for maser purposes „ This
limitation is characterized by equations (16) and (40) of
Appendix E. Prom these two relationships it may be deduced
that the faster | o becomes as one goes to shorter wave-
lengths, the shorter the requisite pumping pulse length must
be if one intends to produce stimulated emission.
2. Coherence and Stimulated Emission
To obtain a light source where the individual radiators
may be made to work together and to radiate with the proper
phase, that is, coherent radiation versus the incoherent




Spontaneous emission in a laser is incoherent, that is,
the over all phase fluctuates randomly and there is almost
no correlation between instantaneous phases at different
points in a medium of excited ions. In the presence of a
resonant cavity however, some of this spontaneous emission
will excite one of the resonant modes of the cavity, and the
field associated with the resonance will induce emission in
the laser medium. This induced emission is phase coherent
with the field which induces it, and, as a result, if the
interaction is strong enough a coherent electromagnetic
wave will build up corresponding to one of the modes of the
resonant cavity.
There are two aspects of wave coherence; spatial and
temporal. At this point definitions of both are in order.
A wave is spatially coherent, if there exist surfaces
over which the wave amplitude as a function of time is
highly correlated. If there is comnlete spatial coherence,
the correlation will be unity and the voltage at one point
will be proportional to the voltage at other points on the
surface. As an example of spatial coherence, consider the
voltage at any two points on an equiohase front in the light
from a distant star. The voltage at the two ooints is the
same function of time, and, similarly at a given time, the
voltage along different rays is the same function of dis-
tance fr^m the star.
A wave exhibits time coherence to the degree that there
is correlation between the amnlitude of the wave at a given
7

point at one time and at some later time. A single fre-
quency represents the extreme case of time coherence; if the
line components of a spectrum are broadened, the time coher-
ence is lessened and in the extreme opposite case, coherence
virtually disappears, as for example in the case of black
body radiation, where the spectrum of the wave consists of
a smooth distribution of frequencies,,
Spectral purity or the degree to which the spectrum
approaches a line spectrum can thus be taken as a measure
of time coherence.
Although the spectral line width is clearly narrowed by
laser action, the time coherence is relatively poor in the
solid state ruby laser. Spectral line widths on the order
of 1000 megacycles are typical. Spatial coherence is also
far from perfect and is thought to be limited by optical im-
perfections in the ruby crystals themselves. CW gaseous
lasers represent an excellent improvement in the coherence
characteristics of laser emission, with spectral line widths
on the order of 1 kilocycle having been obtained to date*
Although the complete physical and mathematical des-
cription of stimulated optical emission is complicated, it
is possible to get a simplified picture of laser action with
the aid of Figure II-l. For a more detailed mathematical
analysis, references (1), (4), (17) and (22) are recommended
Ruby, which is an aluminum oxide (AI9O3) crystal with
a doping chromium (Cr ) ions thinly distributed through
the lattice sites, possesses extremely strong internal
»- + +•fields, which permit the paramagnetic Cr ions to exist
8

in many energy levels.
The distribution of paramagnetic ions among the many
energy levels, normally conforms with the Boltzmann distri-
bution, where the ratio of particles in an excited state of






Thus there are normally fewer particles in a higher
level state than in a lower state.
In order to form an atomic oscillator, the prime requi-
site is to prepare an active medium, such as ruby, with an
excess of atoms in the upper state. If one then encloses
the medium in a suitable resonator which has been modified
so that all but a few propagation modes have high losses,
then it can be used to make an oscillator.
Consider an idealized three level quantum system with
state population densities of N-p Np , N3 ner unit volume of
active medium and corresponding energies E-., Ep and E3, such
that E3>E2>E]_. Laser operation in ruby will involve these
three levels for the Durnose of this discussion, where the
lowest or ground level, Ep is actually a doublet, and Ep,
E3 are the two excited energy states. Figure II-l shows
this quantum system where the energy levels are spaced so








to corresnond to the appropriate energy differ-
entials of a ruby system. These energies correspond to
radiation at 5600A (green) and 6943A° (red), respectively.
9

Excited energy level E3 , is not a narrow "line" but
rather a broad band of energy levels. Hence the pumping
radiation may occupy a bandwidth of the order of 20$ of the
center frequency instead of being a sharply defined frequen-
cy.
To set up the conditions for amplification, pumping
4- + +
radiation is applied to the ruby which causes some Cr
ions to go from the ground state E^ to energy state E3
„
Prom here they decay by a non-radiative thermal relaxation
to the intermediate excited state Eg. State Eg is actually
composed of two neighboring levels, E( E) and 2A(""E), R70kMc
anart, rather than a single number two state. Dr. T. H.
Maiman has oublished some evidence which indicates that
the population shifts to the E level from the 2A level under
laser operating conditions by a thermal relaxation nrocess.
This process is so rapid at room temperature that for all
practical purposes the population ratio between the two
states is kept constant. But E decays much faster to the
ground state than 2A, so almost the entire initial nopula-
tion of the two states decays through R-|_ emission as shown
in Figure II-l.
If the decay to energy state Eg occurs rapidly enough,
more ions join the Eg state than decay from it to the ground
state E]_, and Ng will become greater than N]_ . For this
situation to exist, the temnerature, T, in equation (2)
must be negative, and hence the term negative temperature
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distribution as aoolied to maser action. As the Dumping
power is increased to the laser threshold, the population
in level Ep increases and most of this decays by spontaneous
emission of radiation (fluorescence) to energy state E-, .
Above the threshold for laser action, induced radiative
transitions down to state E-, begin to predominate over spon-
taneous emission.
To summarize the relaxation processes of ruby, the
following conditions hold true for laser action:
(1) Relaxation from state L~ occurs most rapidly by
a non-radiative thermal relaxation to state Eo . This
process takes place so much more rapidly than other
competitive processes that it determines the character-
istic lifetime of this state. This lifetime is given
by4 I 3 = 5 x 10" sec.
(2) Relaxation from state Eg occurs predominantly by
spontaneous emission to state E-,, with a characteristic
lifetime given by^ 7g = 3 x 10"^ sec. This situation
corresponds to fluorescent radiation in ruby.
If some of the energy released by the radiative transi-
tion from state E2 to state L] , which i s at a frequency
rt = (£*<)/h (3)
is fed back into the system, more ions will be stimulated or
tickled into emission. The result is a regenerative ampli-
4. See reference (10)
5. See reference (6) or refer to the information contained
in footnote number 5.
12

fier which operates by the stimulated emission of radiation.
In order to obtain feedback or mode selection, the laser
uses Pabry-Perot plates bounding the active medium on both
ends. One of the elates is semi-transoarent , the other
totally reflecting. The ruby Pabry-Perot system is shown in
Figure II-2(a). Por the system shown, and operating in the
normal configuration, a wave starting out anywhere in the
active medium and traveling parallel to the axis of the
system will be amplified until it strikes one of the re-
flecting plates. The amplification is derived from the fact
that as the wave passes through the medium it stimulates the
excited ions of the ruby crystal into emitting radiation.
This radiation being of the same frequency and in phase with
the stimulating wave, adds to its strength, causing it to
stimulate more radiation. The wave thu3 grows until the
loss due to multiple transmission through the partially
transparent end plate plus other end olate losses
,
just
equal the rate at which ions are being raised to energy
state Eg by the pumping radiation. The requisite condition
for a steady oscillation of this kind to build up, is that
the amplification during passage of the wave must be enough
to make up for the losses in reflection at the end plates.
The result of the regenerative feedback is that one
theoretically obtains the equivalent of high Q, single mode
selection without being restricted to impossible small
dimensions due to the short wavelength used. More will be
6. See reference (19) for an excellent analysis of effects
of reflector losses on system characteristics.
13

said about mode behaviour in the following sub-heading.
An important factor in the success of this. method of
mode selection is that in building up oscillations in the
axial mode all other off axis modes are comoetitively robbed
of excited population to sustain the oscillation.
The axial mode in a uniformly excited homogeneous,
strain free, carefully aligned and lapped ruby, whose ends
serve as Fabry-Perot plates, (with reflectors attached) is
as close to a plane wave as the diffraction limited end
aperture will allow. For a cylinder with an aperture of
diameter D (or diameter of the rod in the oulsed-reflector
configuration), the angular width of the emitted beam is
@= m*. (4
Refer to Figure II-2(b) for state of the art values for
9.
73. Oscillation Build up
The degree of population inversion (or the rate of
oscillation build up) needed to achieve laser action can be
represented as follows.
The energy in a wave propagating through a material
with an absorption coefficient o^ is attenuated by the
factor C , if / is the length of the material. If the
initial intensity was I
,
then the intensity after passing
a distance >\ through the medium under consideration, is
given by
7. See Appendix E for a detailed presentation of the steady




/here o(. is given by
*= -z-*/~nir t {**) (N t -N») (6)
a
or in terms of the absorption cross section one can write,
oc=(A/,-yVa )^ (7)
If there are more ions in the upoer state than in the
lower state, N-, - N ? is negative, so that ©C is negative and
there is amplification. Conversely, absorotion occurs for
N-j - N positive, i.e., more ions in the lower state than in
the upper state, and o\ is oositive.
Let the fraction of light reflected by the parallel
Paory-Perot end olates be orooortional to R, where R = VR1R2
is the mean reflectivity of the plates. Then if one follows
the course of the growing wave corresponding to the axial
mode which grows at a fractional rate of o( = (N-i - N9 )(T~
per unit length, one may write for the condition of oscilla-
tion build up,
Re 2** >| (a)
where two passes through the medium have been assumed. As
the amplitude of the oscillation builds ud and depletes KT2>
O^ decreases until at steady state the ineauality in (8) is
replaced by an equality.
Expanding ( p ), one sees that the condition of oscilla-
15

tion build up is
(9)(N,-A/,k,i»lO-R)
The mean reflectivity R is related to the time t, dur-




where £ is the index of refraction for ruby.
Since one is normally concerned with the number of
excited atoms which must be supplied per second, i.e.,
{^2 - N]Vnfp> equation (9) can be rewritten using equation (6)
as follows
V \ J m^\V * 2*Vz
where both sides of the equation have been multiplied by V,
the volume of the ruby material. The factor is defined
as the fraction of excited ions which decay by emitting the
desired radiation. It has been inserted to account for the
fact that ions are lost from the excited state by emission
at wavelengths other than the desired one, or by non-radia-
tive processes.
4. Mode Behaviour
Schawlow and Townes in reference (1), considered the
ideal limiting case of oscillations in a Fabry-Perot type
system in which only a single mode was excited by the
oscillations. This situation is nossible with extremely




low temperature conditions, in a solid state device." In
general though, this idealized case of single mode genera-
tion has not been realized in a solid state laser at room
temperature
.
Crystal imperfecticns in the ruby material, end plate
misalignment, temperature effects and internal reflections
all contribute to introduce ambiguity in the mode selection
process. That is, there may be a very large number of modes
which are of equal status in contrast to the perfect situa-
tion where a single axial or nearly axial cavity mode clos-
est to the atomic resonance peak is clearly the preferred
one. The distortion of mode patterns because of strains,
inhomogenei t ies , and deviations from single crystallinity in
the material must be lived with until such time as ruby fab-
rication becomes more nearly an exact science. Temperature
shifts which give rise to frequency sweeping and mode hopp-
ing can be combated. The sum total of the effects mentioned
above, has given rise to the term multimoding, as applied to
light propagation in fluorescent solids.
Consider the ruby laser system as shown in Figure TI-2
(a). The condition for resonance in the system depicted is
-jn±-
=XVr (i 2 )
where n in this case is the number of half wavelengths in a
cavity of optical length X y £ . This is the equation for
axial modes (0 = 0) In the system.
P. See references (35) and (36).
17

.^or off axis resonant modes, the resonance condition is
given by
/nl - 2XVTco5d (13)
A graphical representation of th ! s formulation is shown in
Figure II-4.
By focusing attention on the axial modes for the
moment, one can draw the following conclusions: the separa-
tion in wave numbers between the axial modes is given by
The number of axial modes per unit ?\ per unit length
is given by
_/_ j^ = -2/€~~" (15)
For ruby where the fluorescent line width is 4A° at
room temperature, one is interested in the number of axial
modes per centimeter of cavity length, i.e.,
AHL - —L d/T[ 4 A 7 2B modes per cm (16)
X X al% of cavity length
for a A A = 4A° and £ = 1.75 for the ordinary ray from
Appendix B.
The situation then in ruby is that there are many axial
cavity modes within the line width of the transition in
which one wishes to induce emission „ (See Figure II-3 for a
representation of the results of equation (16).) The Q of
the individual modes is the same to a few parts in 1C4
;
hence there is no a priori preference by the ruby system to
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oscillate in a particular axial mode. It therefore seems
reasonable to expect the ruby laser to act as a multimode
oscillator at least at room temperature.
It should be noted though, that when regeneration
occurs, only the highest Q (axial or near axial) modes are
excited appreciably . In practice, only a small number of
the total number of modes may be excited, with crystal im-
perfections being the orincipal limitation, while theoretic-
ally the absolute number of modes is given by
b _ &ir'j/'V&V (17)
C 5
in a ruby of volume V. ( Tn a ruby of 1 cm dimensions, the
total number of modes is ^2 x 10 )
5. Resonator Quality Factor
Resonator quality factor, or Q, is defined as
Q = fcj energy stored ( 1R )
energy lost per cycle
For the interferometer shown in Figure II-2(a), where
the length of the ruby, J( , is large compared to the wave-
length of the laser emission, an approximate cavity Q for
mean reflectivities of /\^ .90 to . 9R is given by
where c > as defined by equation (10), may also be taken to
be the mean decay time of photons moving perpendicular to
the end plates. This "C" is essentially for the axial modes
of the cavity and neglects the effects of diffraction losses
To account for the absorption (or emission) of energy
21





In terms of equations (19) and (20), one can write the mar-
ginal condition of laser oscillation as Q c ~ -Qm where the
frequency of the laser oscillator can be determined from
./= TbQ* t %Qc (2D
In this last equation, -T/ is the resonant frequency of
the Fabry- Perot cavity and "1/ is the resonant frequency of
the molecular system. // is primarily determined by "]/m
for Qm >> Qc and nrimarily determined by "J for Qm«Qc . In
the later case, the frequency of oscillation is nearly
directly proportional to the separation of the Fabry-Perot




THEORY OP THE "PULSED-REFLECTOR MODE" OF LASER OPERATION
1. Laser Gain Equations for Normal Mode Operation
In the previous section it was seen that in order to
obtain a light source wherein the individual radiators are
made to work together and to radiate coherently, one must
use the stimulated emission process. An incoming electro-
magnetic wave will force the excited ions in a material to
radiate, if its direction of polarization is identical to
that which is characteristic of the laser output it produces.
Stimulated emission is always coherent with the driving
radiation, that is, the phase of the stimulated emission
does not fluctuate randomly but is controlled by the stimu-
lating wave. At resonance the stimulated emission is exact-
ly in phase wit^h the driving radiation; off resonance it will
lead or lag in phase compared to the stimulating wave, but
by a fixed amount for each frequency. There is however
always a component of stimulated emission in phase with, and
of the same direction of polarization as the original wave.
For the purposes of this section, normal laser action
can be described by the following equations, which are
slightly different expressions of the theory of Section II.
The total gain over a two way path through the ruby
must be ^ 1 for laser action to occur. That Is
1. The material in this section relies primarily on
references (15), (35) and (36). It is also the result
of many illuminating discussions with Dr. E. J. V/oodbury
of Hughes Aircraft Ccmnany.
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where T^ and To are the transmit tance of the ruby end
surfaces, R-, and Rg are the reflectivity of the end plates,
n
A is the length of the ruby rod and oC is the absorption
coefficient a? defined in Section II.
Assume T^ * Tg and let R = Y^l^2' the mean reflectiv-
ity. Let the loss factor for the system be defined as
Where T, the transmittance , is equal to one minus the
reflectivity and shall refer to all optical boundaries in
the oath of the laser beam. For the present we are concern-
2 2
ed with the ruby end surfaces, therefore T r (1-Lr ) .
Taking the loe; of both sides of equation (1) we have,
-±JUR,Rt T*-h2<<JL*o <3)
or upon substitution,
-JrlnRRO~Lf+Z<*Jl*o < 4 >
It follows that
ex > ^ (5)
This is the necessary condition for laser ad to
occur, bl b is, for sustained oscillations to be built up
wi thi n t • stem.
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2. Effect of a Kerr Cell on System Operation
A material which can be made to exhibit laser action at
some particular wavelength can also be made to emit giant
induced fluorescent pulsations, i.e., controlled pulsations,
many orders of magnitude more intense than what one would
obtain with the same laser under normal mode operating con-
ditions. These giant pulses of stimulated emission result
when the level of laser regeneration is switched from a low
to a high level. The reason for this is that energy stored
in the form of excess Cr ions above threshold is differ-
ent before and after switching and this differential in
population excess must be liberated in the form of light
energy in a laser beam. This light possesses the monochro-
maticity, coherence, and directionality characteristic of
strong laser emission.
The method used to switch the laser system from an
environment of high regeneration to one of low regeneration,
is to insert an optical switch in the propagation oath
between one end of the ruby rod and a detached reflector.
Consider Figure III-l which depicts a Kerr cell shutter
as the optical switch. Theoretically, the effect of the
Kerr cell is to alter the polarization of reflected laser
light in a controllable manner . A brief description follows.
(See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of Kerr cell
effects.
)
The c-axis of the ruby rod is perpendicular to the
direction of propagation of the laser beam. The laser beam






















































C -vector being perpendicular to a plane formed by the c-axis
and the direction of propagation., When the Kerr cell is
activated so that light passing through and reflected back
has its polarization changed (i.e., a 90' retardation), so
that now it is orthogonal to the original polarization of
the laser beam, then on every other pass of light through
the ruby, there is little interaction with the excited
chromium ions in the material. The losses upon reflection
at the detached end plates remain essentially unaltered so
that, when the Kerr cell is active we have the condition of
low regeneration. That is to say the gain through the
system no longer equals the losses in the system when the
Kerr cell is activated. This discrepancy corresponding to
the low regeneration condition, causes a significant effect
in the peak power output, due to the higher build up in
population excess one can obtain before the onset of laser
action. (When the Kerr cell is inactive, there is high
regeneration just as in a conventional or normal mode laser.)
If the total phase retardation of the Kerr cell is Q for
light passing back and forth through the cell, and if there
is no appreciable time phase memory for light nassing back
and forth through the ruby, then the cell may be though of
as transferring a fraction sin ( O /2 ) of light from the
laser oclarization to the orthogonal polarization and also
transferring the same fraction of entering light of ortho-
gonal polarization back to the laser polarization.





The following equations are presented to help clarify
the action of the Kerr cell shutter in holding off laser
action
.
The two pass gain through the ruby is given by equation
(1). With the Kerr cell in the optical oath, we have the
following gain equation.
In the above equation,
o^=c(C05$ (7)
where Q is the angle between the c-axis and the cylindrical
axis of the ruby, and T^ designates the transmission through
the Kerr cell surface.
The total gain of the system is now given by the
product of equations (1) and (6) as follows.
G = G,G2=^ l(R,Rz )z (8)
One can term this equation as the marginal gain equa-
tion since, for G > 1 the system is oscillatory and laser
action occurs, and for G < 1 the system is non-oscillatory.
Following the same procedure applied in equations (1)
through (5) and substituting equation (7) into our marginal





^LiR(i-L) O-uU ?* + cos e)I -- o ( 3 >
and finally,
c< £ , ^t ( 10 )
(i + eo5Q)A
for laser action to occur. We may conclude from this
equation that, (a) a higher value of o>C is now required
before stimulated emission is obtained as compared to
eauafcion (5), and (b^ the use of a ruby with a 90" c-axis
is the optimum selection one can make to obtain the highest
value of peak power output.
liquation (9) is for the case of no voltage on the Kerr
cell. Por each value of applied voltage one can determine
the theoretical transmission through the nitrobenzene in the
cell from Appendix A. The loss factor in equation (10)
above becomes
K=-JURO-Lhf(l-LffSA (id
where S, is actually the percentage of incident light that
is transmitted through the Kerr cell and directed into the
end surface of the ruby rod expressed as a decimal fraction.
3. Effect of a Wollaston Prism on System Operation
'before discussing the characteristics of the "Pulsed-
Reflector Mode" laser system upon addition of a '.Vollaston
prism, consider first the physical orientation of the
component parts with respect to each other,,
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It is imperative that the ruby and Kerr cell be at a
45 angle with respect to each other. ^ In this manner one
obtains a component of the ruby <£ -vector parallel and
perpendicular to the optic axis of the Kerr cell which is
coincident with the applied electric field vector in the
cell. The ruby <£ -vector and the angle at which the
Wollaston prism is positioned must be Identical. If either
of the above orientations are inaccurate, then maximum power
output will not be achieved for the following reasons. In
the first case, the Kerr cell will not be operating on the
maximum component of the ruby <£ -vector in both the ordin-
ary and extraordinary ray directions; in the second case
light emerging from the Wo lias ton prism will be divided into
both an ordinary and extraordinary ray. If the system is
optically aligned to give maximum reflection to the extra-
ordinary ray, then the energy contained in the ordinary ray
will be lost, since this is directed entirely out of the
path of propagation, by virtue of the alignment.
Finally, the positioning of the optical switch between
the ruby and one of the detached reflectors has no bearing
on successful operation of the system. In Figure III-2(a)
and Figure III-2(b) the optical switch is shown positioned
between the semi-transparent reflector and the ruby. Posi-
tioning it between the non- transparent reflector and the
ruby is just as acceptable.
With regard to the pulsed reflector scheme depicted




in Figure TII-2(a) and assuming that optical alignment has
been achieved, the system will exhibit action when the volt-
age apolied to the Kerr cell is suddenly turned off. With
^/4 retarding voltage on the cell, the system operation i s
as described in this section,. The laser light passes
through the first half of the orism undeviated, and becomes
the extraordinary ray upon entering the second half of the
prism. Presumably we have aligned the system to reflect the
extraordinary ray. 4 Passing through the Kerr cell and
reflected back, the polarization is now orthogonal to its
original direction. As such it becomes the ordinary ray
upon entering the second prism half of the Wollaston on its
return toward the ruby. Emerging from the first half of the
prism, the returning optical fluorescence is diverted com-
pletely out of the system due to the fact that it is the
extraordinary ray in this oortion of the Wollaston.
To describe the foregoing sequence of events in equa-
tion form, we can expand on equation (11) as follows,
where, L reoresents the reflected losses at the surface of
w
the Wollaston prism and Sw is the percentage of light trans-
-mitted through the nrism and directed into the end of the
ruby rod. In Figure III-2(a), Sw is theoretically zero as
long as the Kerr cell is on. Therefore in equation (10),




the absorption coefficient, oC , must be greater than an
extremely high value before the on set of laser action. The
immediate conclusion is that one is able to hold off laser
action regardless of the amount of pumping energy input to
the ruby, as long as the Kerr cell is activated, thus allow-
ing a much higher build uo of excess population of chromium
ions. When the Kerr cell is switched off, this high excess
population is forced to radiate as a giant pulse of stimulat-
ed oDtical emission by the returning light, which is now
back to its original direction of polarization, i.e., coin-
cident with the direction of the ruby C -vector.
The sequence of events for operation of the pulsed
reflector scheme as shown in Figure ITI-2(b) is analagous
to the preceding explanation. For the system as shown, the
optical fluorescence from the ruby traverses the propagation
path undeviated only when the Kerr cell is on. It is im-
portant to note that the only primary distinction between the
two schemes shown, is that the second system is optically
aligned for the ordinary ray from the Wo lias ton, whereas in
the first system the stimulating wave was the extraordinary
ray from the prism. Obviously the Kerr cell voltage is
different in each case, as well as the condition under which
laser output is obtained. The point to be made here is that
in both schemes it is the alignment of the system which is
the most critical variable.
Clarification of the optical role played by the Wollas-
ton prism, and features about the output pulse shape and
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DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL UTILIZATION
1. Spectral Transmission Characteristics of the Detached
Reflectors
The two detached reflectors utilized in the "Pulsed-
Reflector Mode" laser system, were made of fused quartz with
multi-layer dielectric coatings on one surface., The sur-
faces of each flat were held parallel to within two seconds
of arc during the production process, in accordance with
specifications stipulated by the Laser Research and Develop-
ment group at Hughes Aircraft Company.
The multi-layer optical films applied to each flat
were, by specification, supposed to render one reflector
semi-transparent with a reflectivity, R, on the order of
60 percent, and the other flat totally reflective with R
being equal to 100 percent.
In order to determine the exact reflectivities of the
two flats at the ruby wavelength of 6943A°, the spectral
transmission characteristics were measured by the author,
using a Cary Recording Spectrophotometer Model 14 shown in
Figure IV-1( a)
.
The Model 14 spectrophotometer Is designed for auto-
matic recording of absorption spectra in the wavelength
region of 1P50A to 26,000A° with good resolving power and
high photometric accuracy.
Utilizing a logarithmic slidewire, the instrument
records in absorption units. Also available is a linear





wavelength scale slidewire which permits recording percent
transmission versus wavelength directly.
Three light sources are available with the instrument,
(1) A tungsten lamp for the visible region, . 2/<f - . 3 5>tf
.
(2) A hydrogen lamo for the ultraviolet region,
.30// -.65// .
(3) A tungsten lamp for the infrared region, ,6/j -2. ox/.
The light sources are interchangeable through proper selec-
tion, but water cooling is required before lamos (2) and (3)
above can be utilized. Two receivers were also available
with the instrument, one a 1P28 multiplier phototube for
the ultraviolet and visible regions, and the other, a lead
sulfite cell for the IR region.
The spec trophotometer employs a double monochromator
consisting of a 50° fused silica prism in series with a 600
line per millimeter echelette grating, each with its own
collimating system of mirrors and slit system. Both halves
of the monochromator operate with an aoerature ratio of f/8;
focal length for the prism collimator is 30 cm, and for the
grating collimator the focal length is 40 cm. The monochro-
matic radiation from the exit slit when in the visible or
ultraviolet region, is alternately sent at 30 cps, through
the reference cell and sample cell by means of the photo-
metric optical system provided.
The scanning range of the monochromator is 1^60A° to 3>(/ ,
with scanning speed being variable from
. 5A°/sec to 500A°/sec.
The wavelength scale is accurate to better than 4A° and
reproduces to better than . 5A° . The resolving power of the
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monochromator is approximately 1A° in the ultraviolet and
visible range, and approximately 3A in the near IR. The
exit slit width was adjustable from to 3 millimeters and
slit height could be varied from 20 millimeters in the vis-
ible range to 7 millimeters in the IR range.
Using the spectrophotometer in the visible range with
the reference cell blank and the flat whose characteristics
are to be measured in the sample cell, the range from 4000A
to 8000A was scanned at 25A /sec, The recorded data is
plotted in Figure IV-l(b) for the semi-transparent flat and
in Figure IV-l(c) for the totally reflecting flat. The
corresoonding reflectivities at 693A were noted as being
o
99. P percent and 4P.5 percent respectively.
2. Optical Alignment of the Normal Mode Laser System
In order to prevent the laser beam from gradually
"walking-off M the edge of the detached reflectors and causing
an unnecessary decrease in energy output, it is essential
that the two detached reflectors which make up the external
Fabry-Perot Interferometer be aligned to a high degree of
parallelism.
To achieve this high degree of parallelism, the Davidson
Optronics Autocollimator as shown in Figure IV-3(a), was
utilized.
With reference to Figure IV-2, the following pertinent
facts about the optical autocollimator are noted:
(1) Source of illumination is a mercury lamp. Light














































































Qfrom one half of the lamD is 180 out of chase with
light from the other half.
(2) The two halves of light pulsate out of phase with
each other and the resulting light from the objective
lens is thrown out in a parallel beam.
(3) The collocating prism consists of two prisms mated
together, the intersection of which forms the interface
between the two phases of light, as viewed in the eye-
piece
.
(4) Light reflected back into the objective lens from
the detached reflectors is brought to both the eyepiece
and a photomultiplier tube. Division of the light to
each of these locations is accomplished by a reticle
prism.
(5) In the eyepiece, the two out of phase light fields
in the returning light beam appear to be contiguous,
with a dividing interface which is sharply discernable.
The position of the interface with respect to the
phototube slit on the reticle prism can be observed in
the eyepiece.
(6) The phototube slit admits light to the tube for
generation of a control signal.
(7) Depending on whether the light received by the
piototube is of one phase or the other, the associated
electronics drives a servomotor in one direction or the
other.
(8) The servo drives a tipcing Dlate which offsets the
return image of the interface, so that, in the eyepiece
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the interface appears to move over until it is super-
imposed on the phototube slit. The phototube then
receives an equal amount of light of both phases and
the servomotor control signal goes to zero.
(9) The phototube slit is on the optical axis of the
instrument, so that the angle through which the tipping
plate has had to turn is a measure of the angle that
exists between the optical axis and the beam returning
from the external reflectors. The rotation of the
tipping plate is coupled to a pointer and scale reading
tens of seconds (zero to 120 seconds), and to a dial
reading units and tenths of seconds.
(10) When the tipping plate is normal to the optical
axis, the pointer indicates a mid-scale reading, i.e.,
60 seconds.
The experimental setup for alignment of the detached
reflectors is depicted in Figure I7-3(b). Under operating
conditions, the ruby and flashtube would not be interposed
between the reflectors. It would have been extremely help-
ful if the flats and ruby end surfaces could have been
aligned parallel to each other with the aid of the auto-
collimator. Unfortunately, the end surfaces of the ruby are
too small of an area to give a satisfactory reflection for
the autocollimator ,°
As shown in Figure IV-3(b), the autocollirr.ator was
mounted on the optical bench so as to sight through the
3. See Section V for calculation of percent reflection from





adjustable flat to the fixed optical flat. The semi- trans-
parent reflector was made adjustable by varying two differ-
ential screws, one for horizontal adjustment, the other for
vertical adjustment. One full turn of either differential
screw equaled .002 inches of travel. A blue field reflec-
tion from the variable reflector and a green field reflec-
tion from the fixed reflector were observed in the eyepiece
of the autocollimator . In each of these two fields an
interface was distinguishable. Alignment of the two reflec-
tors was accomplished by bringing the interfaces into coin-
cidence as observed through the eyepiece. It was concluded
that the degree of parallelism of the two reflectors was
accurate to less than one second of arc. After alignment in
the horizontal plane, the autocollimator was rotated 90 on
its mount and vertical alignment was achieved.
3. Exciter for Laser Pumping Source
The typical Laser output consists of a series of pulsa-
tions. In order to concentrate this output into a few high
energy pulses, the pulse forming network as shown in Figure
IV-4(a), was used to store and deliver electrical energy to
the helical, xenon filled flashtube , used to generate the
noncoherent optical excitation required for laser pumping.
The variable length pulse forming network, is essential-
ly a lumped constant transmission line. Consequently, when
the line is discharged into its characteristic impedance, the
stored energy appears as a rectangular pulse with an amplitude
4. See experimental results recorded in Section V.
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of one-half the charging voltage.
The line was initially conceived to handle gas dis-
charge tubes with impedances between 1 and 2 ohms and maxi-
mum ratings of 4000 volts and 3200 joules input <> The line
was designed with eight equal sections with the maximum
storage capacity required for each section being 400 joules
at 8000 volts, Prom the equation,
E * 1/2 CV2 (1)
the capacity of each section is 12.5 microfarads. The







the line impedance was chosen equal to 1.4 ohms,
a compromise between the impedance of the various discharge
tubes. L is thus 25 microhenries.
The characteristic time per section is given by,
l/TcP (5)
which gives 35 microseconds per section or 2P0 microseconds
for all eight sections. Control of pulse length and pulse
shape are thus obtained by adding or removing capacitors;
fine control is permitted by adding half sections of line
through utilization of the intermediate taps on the coil.
With reference to the block diagram of the exciter
shown in Figure IV-4(b), the ignitron switch prevents self
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Figure IV-4 (b) Block Diagram of Exciter for Laser Pumping Source
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flashing of the tube before the delay line is fully charged
to twice the voltage desired at discharge. The ignitron
switch also serves as a diode clamp to prevent line oscilla-
tion.
The fully assembled exciter and pulse forming network
currently in use at Hughes Aircraft Company is shown in
Figure IV-4(c) and Figure IV-4(d),
4. Physical Characteristics of the Optical Switch
The optical switch, essential to the "Pulsed-Ref lee tor
Mode" of laser operation, is composed of the Kerr cell
shutter as shown in Figure IV-5(a) and the Wo lias ton prism
as depicted in Figure TV-6.
One should first of all direct their attention to the
Kerr cell, the more critical (from the standpoint of opera-
tion) of the two components which make up the switch.
Isotropic transparent substances become doubly refract-
ing when placed in an electric field, the behaviour being
like that of a uniaxial crystal with the optic axis in the
direction of the applied electric field. This property was
discovered in 1875 by Kerr and is known as the "Kerr Effect"
The molecular interpretation of the Kerr effect is
based on recognition that the individual molecules of the
medium are anisotropic. Without an applied electric field
the molecules are oriented at random, and so the anisotropic
properties are lost on the average
.
The applied electric field acts to produce a partial
statistical orientation so that now the anisotropic proper-
ties of individual molecules no longer average out complete-
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Figure IV-4(c) Front Exterior View of Exciter,
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Figure IV-4(d) Internal Circuitry of Kxciter Showing Variable





ly, giving rise to the observed stress birefringence . The
effect is observed in gases and liquids as well as in
solids, indicating that it is due also to a direct action of
the electric field on the optical properties of the medium,
rather than being entirely due to the indirect action of the
I field in producting electrostriction
The Kerr effect is characterized by the following equa-
tion
Z
%-\^ X ^~ (4)
where i\
p
and 7| 5 are the refractive indie ies for waves with
the dielectric displacement, J, of the light wave parallel
and perpendicular, respectively, to the applied E field.
/? refers to the extraordinary ray and 00 to the ordinary
ray in the terminology of crystal optics „
By straightforward mathematical substitution, from






where A is the length of the light path under influence of
the electric field, in centimeters, B is the Kerr constant,
and (J is the angular retardation through the cello
From equation (4) or equation (5) one can derive the
relationship for "full open" voltao-e on the cell, i„e.,
= TT , as




W = 500^ volts (6 )
VIET
This is the voltage required to give one half wavelength
retardation through the cell* (The substitution 1 stat-
volt » 300 volts has been made in equation (6)„)
Since the retardation through the cell is inversely
proportional to the length of the cell, then by doubling the
length, one has the equation for l/4 A retardation.
\/ = ,5Qd volt3 (7)v YbT
The physical constants of the Kerr cell available for
use in these experiments were, a length of 4 centimeters, a
front edge plate separation of 3 centimeters and rear edge
separation of 2 centimeters. The dielectric constant for
nitrobenzene is £ ^\> 1.55 and from Figure IV-5(b), which
is a plot of Kerr constant versus wavelength, one obtains
B = 226 x 10" 7 for 2y = 6943A°.
Consequently, the optical path length through the Kerr
cell is J( - J(v£ , which upon substitution becomes,
Substituting into equations (6) and (7), and using the
geometric mean value for d, of 2.45 centimeters, one obtains
the corresponding voltages of 69 kilovolts and 34.6 kilo-
volts for s\ /2 and A/4 retardation respectively.
The cower supply associated with the Kerr cell was





deciding factor in restricting "Pulsed-Ref lector Mode" opera-
tions to the scheme shown in Figure III-2(a).
As pointed out in the previous section, a high Deak
power output pulse can be obtained with the Kerr cell as the
sole optical switching element. However it is the 7/ollaston
prism, acting in conjunction with the Kerr cell to form the
optical switch, which makes peak power outputs in excess of
one megawatt attainable.
The Wollaston prism, or double image prism as it is
sometimes classified, consists like the Nicol, of two crystal
prisms cemented together. Consider Figure IV- 6. The first
prism has its optic axis parallel to the surface and perpen-
dicular to an incident ray of light. In the second prism,
the optic axis, while still perpendicular to the incident
light ray is now also perpendicular to the optic axis of the
first prism.
Normally incident light, in the first prism, the ordin-
ary and extraordinary rays have the same direction but their
velocities are different* (For quartz the index of refrac-
tion for the ordinary ray is T\c== 1.544 and for the extra-
ordinary ray i\p— 1.553.) (39)
On entering the second prism, the ordinary ray becomes
the extraordinary ray and vice versa. The two rays there-
fore interchange velocities; that is one ray passes from a
medium of smaller refractive index to a medium of larger,
and is hence refracted toward the normal, while the other
ray for the contrary reason is refracted away from the normal.
















Figure IV- 6 Wollaston Prisisa
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gence from the second prism, causes the two rays to diverge,
not only upon entering the second prism but still more so
upon leaving it.
7. For a more detailed presentation on the Theory of Double





EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS AND RESULTS
1. Effects of Reflector Deviation on Efficiency and Output
Energy
In order to measure the effect caused by an increasing
degree of non-parallelism between the two detached reflectors,
an RCA 6217 photomultiplier tube was substituted in place of
the autocollimator as shown in Figure IV-3(c) of the pre-
vious section.
The tube was connected in the photodiode configuration,
i.e., all of the dynodes were connected together and a -90
volt dc supply was connected in series with the cathode.
For the nurpose of energy measurement, the integrated output
of the photodiode was desired. Consequently, a .01 micro-
farad capacitor shunted by a 10 megohm resistor was placed
across the input to a Tektronix dual beam type 555 oscillo-
scope
.
The tube utilized had a known calibration constant of
P s 1.85 x 1C~° micro-amps per micro-watt at a ruby wave-
length cf ^ s 6943A . Several wratin gelatin neutral
density filters were inserted in line with the laser output
beam to decrease its intensity and prevent the phototube
from saturating. The total attenuation thus achieved was
-7 410 ' . The filtering combination was made \iv of numbers
0.1, 0.3, 1, 2 and 4 neutral density filters, inserted in
that order with respect to the laser output beam. The
optimum attenuation factor and filter ordering was deter-
mined by experimental trial and error.
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The data calculated and presented in Figures V-l(a) and
(b) is for a 5 inch by 1/4 inch Meller 90° c-axis ruby,
doped with CrgOj, „ 04^ by weight.
The experimental procedure consisted of aligning the
laser system for a known angle of deviation using the auto-
collimator, flashing the ruby, recording threshold energy at
the exciter, and photographing the resulting oscilloscope
trace of the voltage across the .01 microfarad capacitor.
The energy in the laser output beam is calculated from
E = CV x 1 joules (1)
/O filter attenuation factor
and the efficiency of the system from
Efficiency = Energy output (2)
Exciter Energy above threshold
The ruby rod and xenon filled Kemlite flashtube used in
this portion of the experiment are shown in Figure V-l(c).
The peaking up of both energy output and efficiency in
the region of to 10 seconds of reflector deviation, indi-
cates that optical alignment of the system is extremely
critical if one intends to achieve the optimum operating
environment for the ruby. The decrease in energy output
for increasing angle of deviation between the detached
reflectors is shown by the oscilloscope traces of Figure V-l
(d) through Figure V-l(g).
2. Polarization of Laser Output Beam
1. This experimental conclusion is unverified, and contrary
to current opinion. Several runs were made in this
region and a 50$ consistency of results was obtained
which is far from conclusive.
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(d) Energy output for 0°
angle of deviation;
time base is 10CUs/cm
for 5 mv/cm sensitivity.
(e) Energy output for 60°
angle of deviation;
time base is 100 jus/cm
for 5 mv/cm sensitivity.
(f ) Energy output for 120°
angle of deviation;
time base is 100>4s/cm
for 5 mv/cm sensitivity,
(g) Energy output for 180°
angle of deviation;
time base is 100 Ms/cm
for 5 mv/cm sensitivity.
Figure V-l Degradation of energy output for increasing angle
of deviation between the detached reflectors
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It was pointed out in Section III and reiterated in
Appendix A, that the relative position of the applied E
field on the Kerr cell and the direction of polarization
(£ -vector) of the output laser beam should be at a 45
angle with respect to each other,, for optimum system opera-
tion.
Since the Kerr cell utilized could only be mounted on
the optical bench in an upright attitude, so that the
apolied E field was vertical, it was essential that the ruby
o
be rotated to a 45 relative positions
During the initial phase of experimentation a sheet of
polaroid material was used to determine the angle of rotation
of the ruby C -vector axis with respect to a plane formed
by the cylindrical axis of the rod and the horizontal,
A Glan-Thompson prism, as shown in Figure V-2(c), was
utilized to determine the rotational position of the polar-
oid at which maximum transmission through the sheet would
occur
,
The polaroid material was placed in the path of nropa-
gation of the laser beam, between the semi-transparent
reflector and the phototube arrangement, as shown in Figure
V-P(d). The ruby and flashtube holder was rotated to an
arbitrary angle. The oolaroid was rotated through 90° with
energy measurements being recorded every 5° of rotation c
The initial experimental run yielded an angle of s 70°,
as shown in Figure V-2(c), for the position of maximum energy
output, and hence the angle between the ruby 8. -vector and
the horizontal. It was concluded that this method of deter-
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mining the ruby orientation was not the most expeditious
manner oossiole and consequently experimentation along this
line was abandoned in favor of using the 7/ollaston prism to
do the same job.
Before considering how the orism was employed to deter-
mine ruby orientation, a word here is in order concerning the
physical characteristics of the ruby rod„ If one holds a
90 c-axis ruby in an orientation such that incident rays
from a source of white light normally strike the cylindrical
surface, then, uoon rotation of the ruby rod about its Ions-
itudinal axis, one observes that the color of reflections
from the ruby change from "light" to "dark", corresponding
o
to the rotational positions of the rod For a 90 c-axis
ruby, the "light" and "dark" positions observed were 90
apart. (For a c-axis ruby there are no distinguishable
light and dark oositions as one rotates the rod„ ) At this
point, the fact that the c-axis and "dark" axis of the ruby
were coincident, was unknown; actually this determiniation
was a secondary objective of the experimentation under dis-
cussion.
Returning to the primary experimental objective, that
is determination of ruby orientation, the W'ollaston prism
was inserted in the path of propagation between the semi-
transparent reflector and a screen.
The prism was mounted in its holder at a 45° angle to
the horizontal. The principle of determining the orienta-
tion of the ruby is elementary When the ruby is positioned
so that its C -vector is at a 45 angle with the horizontal
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then, during laser action, only the extraordinary ray will
be in evidence on the screen after the beam passes through
the prism. The reasoning to support this assertion follows*
With reference to Figure IV- 6 in the previous section, one
may recall that an ordinary ray (direction of polarization
is perpendicular to the c-axis) in prism I, becomes the
extraordinary ray in the second prism half. If the ruby
<£ -vector is exactly at 45 there will be no component of
this vector which lies along the c-axis of prism I, i e
,
there will be no extraordinary ray in prism I and consequent-
ly no ordinary ray in evidence on the screen., One may observe
that both ordinary and extraordinary rays are represented on
the screen by two distinctly separated scots when the ruby
is inaccurately oriented with respect to the prism. By
their relative position on the screen the spots may be
associated with the ordinary and extraordinary ray from
the prism. Orientation of the ruby so as to extinguish
the ordinary ray on the screen was the process employed to
achieve an angle of 45° between the ruby C -vector and the
horizontal.
To investigate the association between the observed
"light" and "dark" axis of the ruby rod and the correspond-
ing £ -vector and ruby c-axis directions, it was assumed
that the "light" axis corresponded to the <£ -vector direc-
tion, and the ruby was oriented accordingly in its holder
,
By passing a collimated beam of light through the ruby
rod, detached reflectors, and Wo 11 as ton prism onto a screen,
it was observed that the spots on the screen associated with
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the ordinary and extraordinary rays were yellow and red
respectively. Considering the inversion effect of the
Wollaston prism, these two colors would be associated with
the extraordinary and ordinary ray directions respectively
in the ruby.
The laser beam is red in color; theoretically then, the
polarization of the extraordinary ray visible on the screen
as a red spot, should be identical to the <£ -vector direc-
tion in the ruby, which is the ordinary ray direction, Usin^
a Glan-Thompson prism, the red spot was extinguished. The
orientation of the Glan-Thompson prism was noted. It was
crossed at an angle of 90° to the assumed direction of
the C. -vector hence offering conclusive proof that the
"light" axis of the rod, and the direction of polarization
of the stimulated optical emission from the ruby are coin-
cident. The results of this investigation are depicted in
Figure V-2( a)
.
3. Optical Alignment of the "Pulsed-Reflector Mode" Laser
Optical alignment was achieved in a manner similar to
that already described in Section IV for the normal mode
system. The basic difference in alignment of the "Fulsed-
Reflector Mode" system is that the presence of the A'ollaston
prism contributes several additional reflections observable
in the eyepiece of the autocollimator „ Consequently the
autocollimator must be offset to isolate the blue and green
field reflections associated with the extraordinary ray from
the prism. A pictorial representation of the experimental
setup is included in this section as Figure V-3. The impor-
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tant points to be noted here are that the Kerr cell had no
visible effect on the alignment, and no attempt was made to
line ud the ruby with the rest of the system,, The alignment
performed must be considered to be rough at best and there
o
is extensive room for improvement <,
4. Effects of the Optical Switch on System Characteristics
After final alignment had been achieved to within the
limitations imposed by the physical setuD and the instru-
ments utilized, attempts were made to determine the effect
that the presence of a optical switch had upon laser thres-
hold energy.
^rom the initial ohases of experimentation, it was
evident that repeated firing of the helical flashtube
surrounding the ruby gave rise to temperature increases with-
in the cavity. Threshold energy gradually increases with
the increase in temperature of the ruby's environment.
Consequently, cooling of the cavity was required. Compress-
ed nitrogen gas was piped into the cavity at a low rate of
flow. Data was then obtained on the variation of threshold
energy versus Kerr cell voltage as shown in Figure V-4
.
A decrease in outout energy of 401 was observed due
simply to the presence of the Kerr cell in the oath of
propagation of the laser outout beam, These measurements
2. An alternative method of optical alignment as suggested
by Dr. 1. J. ,'Voodbury is noted in Section VI.
3. This effect was unexplainable at the time of experimenta-
tion. Subsequently it was suggested by Dr« A'oodbury that
the Kerr cell was acting as a lens defocusing the laser
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were made with the experimental setup as shown in Figure V-5
(a). At the time measurements were made, the Wollaston
prism was not in the path of propagation and there was no
voltage on the Kerr cell.
For both experimental runs shown in Figure V-4, the
flashtube was repeatedly fired until laser action was ob-
served. The voltage on the Kerr cell was recorded as the
"hold-off" voltage, or voltage at which energy input to the
system would produce marginal laser action. For the case
where the Kerr cell was the only element in the optical path,
laser action was achieved with "^/4 retardation voltage on
the cell.
Upon insertion of the Wollaston prism as the second
element of the optical switch, laser action was observed for
an energy input of 800 joules at 2P.5 KV on the Kerr cell.
Rather than exceed the energy input specifications of the
flashtube, experimentation was halted at this point, and
the energy innut corresponding to A/4 retardation voltage
on the cell was not obtained. The data recorded indicated
the following:
(1) The sharp increase in Q due to the insertion
of the Wollaston prism would allow a higher
percent of the total ion population to be
inverted before the onset of laser action.
(2) With a mean reflectivity of approximately .70,
and high internal losses due to surface reflec-
tions from the ruby and Kerr cell, nothing would
be gained by ultimately applying more than
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28.5 KV to the Kerr cell during power output
measurements , as long as the Wo I las ton prism was
in the optical path during the recordings.
The dual reasoning supporting the above statements is
as follows. First of all, theoretically, for A/4 retarda-
tion voltage on the Kerr cell, the threshold at which laser
action will occur is infinitely large with the prism in the
optical path. Above about PG% population inversion though,
the percentage increase one obtains by resorting to even
higher incut energy at the exciter is such as to not warrant
the resulting decrease in the lifetime of the flashtube.
Prom Figure E-l of Appendix E 9 for an increase in excess
+ + 4-
Cr ions above threshold of 10%, that is, for instance
from 9.0% population inversion to 90^, one must approximately
double the rate W,
,
<< | o » at which ions are pumped into the
excited state Eg. Since If-,, |g is proportional to pump
energy the end result is that the one must double the input
energy at the flashtube exciter (Percent inversion here
refers to the ratio (Kg-N^ )/NQ where NQ is the total Cr
ion population density of the ruby)
The second reason for limiting the intensity of the
pump flashtube, and the voltage on the Kerr cell, to values
at which the VVollaston prism and Kerr cell are effective in
quenching the laser action, stems from a practical consider-
ation. The system is only roughly aligned, internal reflec-
tion losses are high, and a low reflectivity of the semi-
transparent reflector implies that approximately 50$ of the
laser energy available will be coupled out of the cavity.
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Under these conditions, the end results are:
(a) One is faced with a low Q cavity orimarly
because of the low mean reflectivity of the
detached reflectors,, This is undesireabie
;
(b) as a result of low reflectivity though, laser
action is achieveable, because even if the
losses amounted to 48% the system would still
be operational, with 2% of the energy being
coupled out of the cavity,.
Obviously there is an optimum condition of operation and this
will be presented in Section VI. - T'or the system at hand,
low reflectivity was desireable because this was the only
way laser action could have been achieved. The point is,
applying more than 2P . 5 KV to the Kerr cell and pumping the
flashtube unnecessarily hard, would result in no real
significant improvement in the peak power output until the
controllable parameters of the system, e.g., the mean
reflectivity, reflection losses, Kerr cell operating voltage,
alignment etc., are improved.
Referring to equation (19) of Section II, one observes
that the Q of the cavity is inversely proportional to ( 1-R )
„
The system under consideration was obviously limited by a
low Q due to the low mean value of the reflectivity,, With
no voltage on the Kerr cell, ideally, one desires a high
mean value of reflectivity for the purpose of high regenera-
tion and high Q. With x\/4 retarding voltage on the Kerr
cell, and /jollaston prism in the optical path, the high
reflectivity is now switched to a low value, and low regener-
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ation occurs, The higher the Q of the cavity, the shorter
the rise, decay, and delay times of the resulting giant
cutout pulse of stimulated optical emission and hence, the
higher the energy and power output one can obtain operating
in the oulsed-reflee tor configuratiom
5. Measurements
-i schematic diagram of the laboratory setup used to
record peak oower and energy output from the pulsed reflec-
tor laser system, is shown in Figure V-5(a). The timing
sequence was adjusted so that the voltage on the Kerr cell
would be switched off 650 microseconds after the flashtube
was fired. It was known beforehand that this timing was
not critical to the successful operation of the system,.
Two serious problems arose during this phase of the
experimentation. Measurements were hampered initially by
transients due to the firing of the Kerr cell switching.
Thyratron and photodiode saturation was immediately obvious
once the .Vollaston prism was inserted in the optical path,
as shall be pointed out latter.
Peak power output was calculated from the measured
value of voltage across a 1000 ohm resistor in the photo-
diode output circuit. In order to combat the transients in
the system, which were of sufficient magnitude to completely
overshadow the pulse (millivolt range) output of the photo-
diode, the following major steps were taken:
(1) A copper ground plane was placed on the labora-
































tory bench which held the laser system;
(2) The coaxial lead from the Kerr cell electrodes
to the trigger thyratron was shortened to less
than 2 inches long with a 1,000 ohm resistor
inserted in series to suppress parasitic
oscillations ;
(3) The Kerr cell was shielded by a copper housing
which enclosed the cell and the attached low
inductance bifilar ground loop;
(4) A 100 ohm resistor was inserted in series with
the trigger input lead to the Kerr cell power
supply to suppress parasitic oscillations.
The shielding and copper ground plane are visible in
Figure V-6.
The waveform of stimulated optical emission from the
normal configuration ruby laser was recorded and is shown in
Figure V-5(c). Using the following equation
Peak Power = V x 1 x 1 ( 5 N
R p filter attenuation factor
where Vis measured from the oscilloscope trace in milli-
volts, the peak newer output from the normal mode laser was
calculated to be 1„5 kilowatts,,
To nroduce giant output pulses characteristic of the
"Pulsed-Ref lee tor Mode", the Kerr cell was activated and
then the pump flashtube was fired About 650 ^j s after
pumping was initiated the Kerr cell was suddenly turned off
in a time of approximately .02 >t(sec The adjustment of the
laser ponulation excess to some new lower value caused the
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change in stored energy associated with the change in maser
"copulations to appear in the form of the giant pulse output
shown in Figure V-5(d).
The neak power as calculated from equation (3) for a
filter factor of 10~°° 4 and (^ = 1.85 x 10~
3 /Aa/Afw, was
51.5 kilowatts. The resulting pulse shaoe had the following
character! sties :
(1) There was a aelay time of about 2 a\ s before
the body of the pulse;
(2) The rise time constant was about 0,05 A^s;
(3) The total duration of the pulse was about
0.5 /.\ s .
The stray capacitance in the system was estimated to be
l^OjufAjjf , i.e., 20jufxjT for the innut capacitance of the
oscilloscope plus 30/f,ifT per foot of signal lead coaxial
cable, of which there wa3 five feet from the scope to the
photodiode. In effect then, one observes that a ooor inte-
gration was being performed rather than a power measurement
in Figure V-5(d). This would make the nulse duration high-
er than the actual value and the neak power calculated some-
what lower than the actual value , (Pulse durations of
0.12 >l| s have been obtained as renorted in reference (36).)
The resumption of spontaneous pulsations after the giant
pulse occurred were not observed due to the short time base
used in Figure V-5(c). One should expect a resumption of
normal laser outnut pulsations anproximately 10 u s after
the giant pulse, with this value depending unon the time it




Figure V-5(b) is a nictorial representation of the
ideal giant nulse outnut and the corresponding build-up in
excess population for the nulsed-reflector mode,
Prom equation (4) of ADpendix B, where /Y\ for ruby is
approximately 1.75 and for the Kerr cell surfaces T\ = 1,50,
one may calculate the losses due to reflection from the ruby
and Kerr cell surfaces to be 15% and 16$ respectively, or
L = 7.5$, L. = p.0t£.
r ' k
From equation (11) of Section III, one may arrive at
an approximate value of Q of ,68, for R s 0„70 s (1-Lr ) =
0,856 and (1-Lk )
2
= 0.846. This implies from equation (10)
of Section III, that the initial gain o(. • built up during
the quenched ohase is approximately 0.34 cm where JC was
taken to be 3 Al 1.75, the optical length of the ruby, and
Sk was assumed to be 1.0. This value of oC • is somewhat
high, as comnared to results recorded in reference (56).
One reason of course Is that a 90° c-axis ruby was utilized
for this experiment and also that the calculated reflection
losses, may be somewhat high.
An approximate equation for the rise time tr shown in
Figure V-5(b) is
t= £ (4)
" M - Vx
)
where t is the transit time for light between the detached
reflectors. The optical path length for light between the
reflectors can be calculated knowing the physical separation
to be 22 cm, and the physical length of the ruby and Kerr
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cell to be '6 cm and 4 cm respectively. Por an optical oath
9length of 24 cm, the transit time is approximately 0. Q x 10
seconds. Therefore the observed value of t s o 05
>tf s
implies that o^ • was approximately 0.175 cm , The discreo-
ancy between these two independent estimates of oC> can be
partially attributed to the following:
(1) The value of o>C . ^ 0.34 cm is high for
reasons already stated.
(2) The value of oL> = 175 should be a little
low because by the time t was measured oC must
have dropped somewhat because of induced emission
Choosing the average of these two values, one may esti-
mate the initial fractional population excess, J~ = °^/^o
where c>< for the R]_ line in ruby is 0.4 cm"-'- from refer-
ence (23), for T^ = 500°. Hence,
-f was 0.26/0.40, or 65
percent of total inversion.
If the switching of the Kerr cell takes place rapidly
compared with the time it takes the populations to react
appreciable, then the time t. that it takes for the laser
gain to fall from its initial value o^ • to a value A°C
lower is very nearly given by
4 = tM' + at^tO'f)
_
(5)
provided lSP^/o^; <^ 1. To compare equation (5) with the
experimentally observed value of pulse delay time t d , one
must estimate the nunro rate ^3, and the depletion Z\o4.
that has occurred by the time the pulse becomes apparent on
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the scope. No significant error should result if one take3
^\c< ¥ o l©C
d
" and from Figure t-1 of Appendix E for
f s 0.65, W]_3 * 4/^po This assumed value of /V^g corresponds
to a Dump rate of 4 x 10 ions per second for an inverse
spontaneous decay time of 1 x 10 The observed delay time
is estimated from equation (5) then, to be 6 e 6 tr s o 33 >t(s,
This is not within satisfactory agreement with the observed
value of tp = 0=,2>t/s The experimental uncertainty in both
oC : and t should oe considered to justify the discrep-
ancies between calculated and observed values , but one must
not rule out the possibility that the theoretical framework
which the foregoing discussion has relied upon may be in-
exact. Certainly one is proceeding in the right direction
by utilizing the theory of Section III, but obviously calcu-
lations of )y become increasingly mere difficult as add-
itional objects are inserted in the laser path of propaga-
tion. This leads one to believe that the original theoreti-
cal framework is inadequate to define laser action in more
involved pulsed-ref lee tor systems, 5
The measurement of peak power output is identical in
approach and procedure to that just described when one in-
serts a Vollaston prism into the system along with the Kerr
cell. The problem of photodiode saturation is now raised
It was immediately apparent that besides being the integral
of the power, the waveform of voltage across the 1000 ohm
load as shown in Figure V-5(e) was decreased severely by
5. See Section VI for additional reasons to support the
discrepancies between theoretical and observed values,,
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photodiode saturat e scope sensitivity limits one
from inserting additional neutral density filters in the
path of the laser beam c
One is unable to Dlace a value uoon peak power output
from Figure V-5(e), but from the corresponding waveform of
energy output the average nower is calculated to be aooroxi-
mately 1.08 megawatts for a neak energy of 54 millijoules
-9
and a rise time of 50 x 10 seconds If one assumes an
outout pulse with a triangular shaDe , which is a reasonable
assumption, then the peak newer output would be 2„16 mega-
watts or an incres e in excess of 100 to 1 over the peak
nower output calculated for the stimulated emission shown in
Figure V-5( c )
.
A theoretical calculation of the oulse length or dura-
tion is more difficult than the foregoing and requires a
machine computation,. Also, it is extremely difficult to
estimate the total and neak power output for a given ruby g
because various crystals are observed to ooerate in varying
and difficult to measure fractions of their total volumes,
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e outline of a mathematical framework to encompass
the optical stimulated emission observed in the "Pulsed-
Reflector Mode" laser was deemed necessary simply to serve
as a basis of discussion. Any attempt to rigorously account
for experimental results in the light of a theoretical dis-
cipline, with the c ':, jective being agreement to within exper-
imental error, would be quite meaningless, when one stops to
consider the number of variables involved in the system under
investigation o For instance, power and energy output charac-
teristics as well as laser threshold energy vary from ruby
to ruby. The degree to which one is able to optically align
the system plus the : jtical qualities of the Kerr cell,
jlaston prism and detached reflector surfaces, all bear
significantly on the optimum data one may obtain. It must
also be kept in mind that a severe limitation is imposed on
measurements due to the inherent difficulties encountered in
accurately calibrating and utilizing the phototube which
forms the critical link in the instrumentation chain <.
2. Instrumentation Considerations
With the foregoing statements in mind one may wish to
consider the following conclusions concerning the instru-
mentation, which have been drawn from the experimental work
performed.
(a) luustitution of a Tektronix type 519 oscillo-
scope for the type 555 used in the experimental
F7

work, and shortening the signal lead from the
scope to the phototube are essential, ii
is to overcome the integrating effect obtain*
during power measurements.,
(b) The phototube should be utilized in the photo-
multiplier rather than photodiode mode y since it
is not possible to keep the photodiode linear
over the measurement range required to investi-
gate the high power and fast output pulses from
the laser.
(c) Anti-reflection coatings on the Kerr cell and
ruby surfaces as well as on the /.oilaston prism
should greatly enhance the system performance by
decreasing the losses due to internal reflections.
A breakthrough in pumping source configuration and cavity
design are essential, if the efficiency of the laser is to be
increased beyond 0.7^ which is the current state of the art
value. This area is more noteworthy than just the few lines
above, but it is beyond the scope of this paper. i the
same sense, uniformity in ruby crystal fabrication is also
necessity before reproducibility of experimental results can
be achieved.
3. Optimization of System Characteristics
As stated in the body of the paper, optical alignment
of the pulsed-reflector system is the critical starting
point if one intends to optimize the laser nower output,
method of alignment which exceeds in accuracy the





(a) Light from a high intensity arc is masked to
appear as a point source and passed through a
collimator so as to be normally incident on one
of the detached reflectors
„
(d) On the other side of the laser system, a high
resolving power telescope is set up such that
the collimated light passing through the system
and out the second detached reflector will be
intercepted by the lens of the telescope.
(c) In the eyepiece of the telescope,, one should see
a bright central spot associated with the
central path of light propagation through the
laser system. Surrounding the central spot
should be a varied pattern of spots of lesser
brilliance. These will be due to the internal
reflecting surfaces of the system and will be of
different colors depending on the originating
surface
.
(a) Presuming that the ruby and flashtube holder,
Kerr cell and V/oIIaston prism have at least two
degrees of freedom of movement, as each is
adjusted one should notice that a set of spots
in the eyepiece will move corresponding to the
particular element which is being adjusted,
(e) It is possible to achieve extremely accurate
alignment of all elements interposed between the
detached reflectors by adjusting each element
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until its associated spots in the eyepiece line
up with the central one.
(f) This procedure should be carried out after
basic alignment of the system as outlined in
Section IV and Section V has been performed.
With regard to the effect of the optical switch on
system performance, it is imperative that the loss in energy
which is apparent upon insertion of the Kerr cell between the
reflectors, be investigated more thoroughly. It is desire-
able to work with a physically smaller Kerr cell shutter so
as to decrease the capacitance and hence the switching time,
plus decreasing the voltages one must work at to obtain
retardation through the cell. The degree of non-parallelism
of the Kerr cell surfaces and the difficulty involved in
placing anti-reflection coatings en these surfaces, could
ultimately limit the applicability of the pulsed-reflector
mode configuration.
With repeated laser action, it was soon noticed that
the reflective coatings on the detached reflectors were
becoming damaged due to the high intensity of the laser
beam. Only a small area was damaged indicating that all of
the observed output is coming from a very small volume of
the ruby. It is highly probable that due to the damaged
reflectors, the power output observed was less than its
optimum value. An increase in pulse delay time t
_,
, and also
pulse width, could be caused by damaged reflee tors . This is
another supporting argument to substantiate the observed
discrepancy between experimental and theoretical values as
£0

presented in Section V. The use cf pyrex reflectors with
low absorption loss reflective coatings should help to over-
come this problem.
With the implementation of the foregoing improvements
one should be able to achieve even higher peak power output
and higher cavity Q by going to a higher mean reflectivity
system. A hundred fold improvement in cower output over
that obtainable with a normal configuration is just an
indication of what future developments may bring. Peak
cower output in the range of tens of megawatts is feasible
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1. CI ar icteristics of a Kerr Cell Shutter.
Isotropic transparent substances become doubly refract-
ing when rlaced in an electric field. This property, is
known as the "Kerr effect". (Consider Pi,sure A.-1)
beam of light, linearly polarized ( synonornous to
nlane solarized) at an angle (D = 45° with respect to the
applied electric field, enters the fterr cell, Note that the
c;ell is oriented so that the optic axis makes an angle of
o £ —
45 with the £ - vector of the incident light. The E viPra-
tion or extraordinary ray (sometimes called the P- component
of the emerging light) is, in this case parallel to the
optic axis, that is the applied 1 field on the cell, the 0-
vibration or ordinary ray (sometimes called the S- component
of the emerging light) is perpendicular to the applied E
field. It follows that the amplitude of the E and rays is
identical
.
The electric vector C , of the incident linearly
polarized light, may be resolved into two components, one
parallel to the applied I field and one perpendicular to the
applied E field, i.e., the extraordinary ray and ordinary
ray re sot c t i vel; r
These conroonents traverse the cell with different ve-
locities, and as a result, Possess different wavelengths.
Consequently, if the applied E field is kept fixed, the two
1. The material ir s Appendix is presented in a more
complete fashion Ln rt Terences ( lfi ) and (39).
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components will differ more and more in space phase as they
traverse the cell. That is to say, there will be a contin-
uously increasing difference in time phase between the two
components of light as they traverse the cell.
Since the state of polarization of the light at any
point is dependent upon the difference in time phase between
the two comnonents, the light emerging from the cell will in
general no longer be plane polarized.
Tf the angle (7) of the plane of polarization upon enter-
ing the cell is 45 , and the angular time phase difference
between the components, q , is an old multiple of "TT/2 , the
light emerging from the cell will be circularly polarized,,
If O is an odd multiple of IT , the emergent beam of light
will be nlane polarized at 90° to the plane of polarization
of the incident light.
Figure A-2 illustrates the states of polarization for
S = 0, TT/4, TT/2, 3TT/4, TT etCo The value (5~ = TT repre-
sents the condition for "full open" operation of the Kerr
cell. For the orientation of Figure A-l of polarizer and
analyzer, if the voltage applied to the cell is such as to
equal the voltage corresponding to the "full ooen" condition
of the cell, then maximum intensity of the emergent beam
would be in evidence. At "full open" voltage, the trans-
mission is actually 50$, because half of the light is in-
itially rejected by the polarizer. The following analysis
will help to clarify the foregoing statements.
The Kerr constant B is defined by the equation,
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Figure A-2- Vibrations Resulting frojathe
CoMB/A/AT/OA/ OF VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL $/M^£
Harmonic Motion of the same i~frequency ano
Amplitude for various valued of Phase Diffeirence









nc = refractive index in a direction parallel to
the applied electric field.
n = refractive index in a direction perpendicular
to the aoolied electric field.
^ = wavelength of the incident light in vacuum
(cm) .




c velocity of light in free soace.
^lTp» OTq = velocity of the components parallel and
perpendicular to the apolied electric field
in the Kerr cell
Substituting equation (2) into (1), we obtain,





then unon substitution, equation (3) becomes
(4)
multiplying both sides of equation (5) by the length of the
Kerr cell electrodes, JC »
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-^//iTp = time required for the p component of
light to traverse the Kerr cell
(extraordinary ray)
t 3 = X//1T3 = time required for the s component of
light to traverse the Kerr cell
(ordinary ray)
The difference in transit times may be expressed as an












and from equation (6), we obtain the relationship




length of the light path under influence of
the electric field in centimeters
B s Kerr constant for the substance in cm-gm-
seconds esu.
It should be noted that the Kerr constant for nitrobenzene
depends unon temperature as well as upon the wavelength of
the incident light. (See Figure IV-5(b))
2. Klec tro-opt ical characteristics of the Kerr cell.
o
In Figure A-l, let C be the plane polarized light









Cosf real Dart (10
where
C = magnitude of the electric vector in the
incident light
/\T= velocity of oropagation of light in J(
direction
.
Due to the birefringent nature of the Kerr cell under
the application of an electric field E, C. and C, tra-
verse the Kerr cell with velocities ATL and nT3 resoectively
in the direction narallel and perpendicular to the applied E
field vector.
Hence








Using equations (4) and (7),
luI Zrl
/tip
- 0« • /)P
^ ^p J /If
2zri rw - a (12)
and unon substituting (12) into (11) one obtains the follow-
ing,
(13)
which is a vector expression for the electric field in the




The light which passes through the analyzer, is the
:omnonent of C in the °^- direction, where
(^ - <? ((C0S*L +J3M*L ) (14)
The intensity of the light emerging from the analyzer
is proportional to the sauare of the maximum amplitude of
the light vector o Hence,
(15)




Consequently, since the magnitude of light which nasses




Using equation (7) and also cos O = 1-2 sin^ (6/2),
equation (17) becomes
1
0"= % [costy-u) - 6/H2<f Sld2°( siNYf) J ( is
)
The transmission is defined as the ratio of intensities
of emergent and incident light. Thus the nercentage trans-
mission is given by,







((P-<)- Slti£<f5lhl2*Slhl%)\ver cent (2
re
,
(p = angle between the plane of polarization of
the entering light and the annlied electric
field,
o( = anale at which the analyzer is set relative
to the applied electric field
(j = ^TTaBL as in equation ( p )
Por optimum operation as a shutter (1) = 45 and <=><., -






u oon substitution of equation (P) where V = applied
notential for the corresocnding full-open electric field,
E .
Note that for linearly polarized (Diane polarized)
light output from an optical maser, the transmission without
the polarizer in the light path becomes,
4 4
m)'J per cent (22)
(See Figure A-3 for a plot of percent transmission versus




In order to maintain (0 = 45° in the absence of a
polarizer, the ruby and Kerr cell must be off set physically
from each other by 45°. Consequently, either the ruby or
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A SHORT SU I ? THE -
Ob 1 SY ' ' • h,1
The physical properties of synthetic sapphire make it
valuanle for special applications where conventional matt ri-
als are inadequate. Sapphire has high transmission in the
ultraviolet, visible ana infrared spectrum. It has a low
dispersion and low susceptibility to abrasion, making it an
ideal material for optical systems where the possibility of
mechanical abuse exists.
The addition of a small amount of chromium to oure
sapphire produces ruby. The para- tic resonance of t
Cr ion in the crystal lattice is used for both microwave
and opticaa maser applications. In a "pink" ruby the chro-
mium impurity is less than 0.1 percent, while in a "stan-
dard" ruby it is between 0.1 percent and 0,5 percent,
classification of "dark" ruby is reserved for sapphire with
a chromium impurity concentrate of greater than 0.5 percent.
The following list of characteristics and equations
applicable to synthetic sapphire, as well as ruby, are
considered to be of useful value tc the engineer involve :
laser systems research and development,
Chemical Formula fU
Molecular Weight 101.94
1. The material presented in this Appendix is based on a
report by R. A. McParlane of the Adolf Meller any
entitled "A Summary of Available Data on the Physical
Properties of Synthetic Sapphire". This report is
available for those who desire a more comprehensive
coverage than appears here.
1C4

^ecific Gravity 3.9P gm/cm3
iter Absorption nil
Melting Temperature 2,040-10°C
Specific Meat 0.0249 at 91 c t.
0.1 p 13 at 291°K
Bulk Modulus • 300,000 osi
Modulus of Rupture function of crystal
and Rigidity orientation
The refractive index, for the ordinary ray can be calcu-
lated from the following equation,
where /\ is the wavelength in angstroms. The refractive
index for the extraordinary ray, T\ , is approximately
.008 less than T\ .
If no 'nternal absorption occurs, the transmi ttance of
a Diane-parallel plate can be expressed as a function of the
refr mi Index as follows,
where internal reflections are considered. At wavelengths
shorter than 0.3 m inttrnal absorption results in a sharp
decrease of transmission. In the infrared portion of the
spectrum, trans is maintained out to approximately
4 microns. Internal absorption again causes a sharp decrease
in T at longer wavelengths.









, 2 -2<*X (5)i-L
r e
where T is the ratio of transmitted to incident light
intensity, oC is the coefficient of absorption, x is the
thickness of the material in the direction of propagation,
and Lr is the surface reflection coefficient given by
/ r
(tj-if (4)
To calculate the number of chromium ions in ruby oer
unit volume the following equation may be used.
/Vft = 3./&x/d
2Y (5)
where N is the number of Cr ions per cm , and f is the
fraction by weight of CroOj in AI2O3.
The absorption coefficient is obtainable from
=x = dN (6)




PPLICABLE TERMINOLOGY AND GENERAL INFORMATION
FriOM THE FIELD OP OPTICS 1
1. Glossary of Commonly used Optical Terms
(a) Absorption is the transference of some or all of
the energy contained in electromagnetic waves to the
substance they transverse or are incident upon.
Absorbed energy from incident or transmitted light waves
is converted into energy of ether forms, usually heat,
within the medium with a resultant weakening of the
light beam.
(b) Anisotropic refers to having different character-
istics in different directions. Two identical light
beams oropagating through an anisotropic material in
different directions will be affected in different
manners
,
(c) Angle of Deviation is the angular change In
direction of a light ray after crossing the interface
netween two different media,.
fd) A beam is a oarallel, diverging or converging flow
of electromagnetic radiation^ In light, it refers to a
directed bundle of light rays.
(e) Birefringence is the splitting of a light beam
into two divergent components upon passage through a
doubly refracting medium. The two components travel at
1. This section follows a more detailed treatment entitled
"optical Techniques for Electronic Engineers" contained




different velocities in the medium,
(f) A "Black Body" is an ideal body that would absorb
all radiation incident on it.
(g) Coated optics are optical refracting and reflect-
ing surfaces that have been coated with one or more
layers of dielectric or metallic material for reducing
or increasing reflection from the surfaces, either
totally or for selected wavelengths and for protecting
the surfaces from abrasion and corrosion.
(h) Coherence is aptly defined in Section IT.
(i) A collimator i s an optical system that transforms
convergent or divergent light rays into beams of
parallel rays.
(j) Doubly Refracting refers to the velocity of pro-
pagation of a wave through a crystal which depends on
the relation of the plane of polarization to the axis
of the crystal. If a beam of light is transmitted into
a doubly refracting crystal, it will be separated into
two parts having different directions of travel associ-
ated with the different states of polarization of the
incident beam.
(k) A Fabry-Perot Interferometer is a high-resolution
multiple-beam interferometer consisting of two optical-
ly flat and parallel glass or quartz plates held a
short fixed and known distance apart. The adjacent
surfaces of the plates or interferometer flats are




(1) interference is the systematic reinforcement and
attenuation of two or more light waves when they are
superimposed
.
(m) Laser is Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation. (See Optical Maser)
(n) A monochromator is an instrument for isolating
narrow portions of the snectrum, by means of disDersion
of light into its component colors,
(o) Multilayer Dielectric Coating is described in the
following sub-heading.
(d) Pntical axis is the axis of symmetry, or the line
joining the centers of curvatures of the surfaces of an
optical system.
(q) An optical filter is a component or group of
components placed in an optical system to reduce or
eliminate certain selected wavelengths while leaving
others relatively unchanged, or to modify the intensity
of polarization of light.
(r) An Optical Maser is a source of nearly mcnocro-
matic and coherent radiation produced by the synchro-
nous and cooperative emission of optically pumped ions
introduced into a crystal host lattice or gas atoms
excited in a discharge tube. The radiation has a
sharply defined frequency and prooagates in an intense
highly directional beam.
(s) A polarizer is an optical device capable of trans-
forming unpolarized or natural light into polarized
light, or altering the polarization of polarized light,
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Upon reflection at interface between two media, incident
light undergoes phase shift of 180 if first medium is
less dense than second; if first is denser than second.
ANTI-REFLECTION COATING
(for incident wavelength 2v)
-
7777177717777777,
THIN RLtA d* A
4 VltfE-nm "$
GIASS SURFACE t\* \ \,R < ^f < ^3
IGURE C."^- At air-film interface, wave A1 reflected from glass surface is
exactly £ wavelength out of phase with wave A reflected from






IGURE. C" J For incident i wavelength A i










of X or multiples of A








NOTES ON S DiGTRC: .TRY
Absorption spectrophotometry is based on the observa-
tion and comparison of absorption soectra of two materials,
one a standard, the other a sample under investigation. The
absorption spectrum is a curve showing the amount of radiant
energy absorbed at each wavelength while the transmission
spectrum depicts the per cent energy transmitted at each
wave I ength.
By definition, transmittance (T) is the ratio of the
radiant energy transmitted by a sample (?), to the energy
incident unon the sample (
P
) . Both radiant energies must
be obtained at the same wavelength with the same spectro-
photometer slit width adjustment.
T = P/P per cent (i)
Usually in a spectrophotometer, the transmittance of
the standard is 100$ or is defined as being lOOvb. Conse-
quently, when the transmittance of a sample is given, it is
necessary to specify the standard with which the sample was
compare :i
.
The absorbance (A), of a sample is defined as
A = -log10 T = log 10 1/T (2)
ere T is expressed as a decimal fraction, and not in per
cent. A.S with the transmittance measurements, the standard
with which the sample was compared should always be included
with the absorbance data. The absorbance of the standard is
usually defined to be zero. absorbance units are usually
given in decimal numbers i.e., T = 10$, 1%, 0.1$ etc..
Ill

corresponds to a units of 1, 2,
Figure D-l is a i ntation
plotted versus wavelength. Defined en the diagram are the
following:
(1) Half intensity bandwidth - the span of wavelengths
leaving the monochromatcr , each cf which contributes at
least half as much energy as does the wavelength with
the greatest energy.
(2) Spectral bandwidth - is twice the half intensity
bandwidth.
It should be made clear that in Figure D-l, the ordinate
of the curve could just as well be per cent transmission,
instead of the quantity P in equation (1).
Figure D-2 is a diagram of the classical soectrophot:
meter used to measure reflectance of a sample „ Since trans-
mittance is one minus the reflectance, the orincioles in-
volved in the operation of the instrument shown are applica-
ble to the problem of direct measurement of per cent trans-
mission.
With reference to the diagram shown, light from a
source A is dispersed by a prism B, and a narrow range of
wavelengths is isolated by the adjustment of a slit width C.
The beam passing through the slit is divided at D into two
beams of equal intensity by a half silvered mirrc or its
equivalent. The transmitted beam strikes the standard
material while the reflected beam from mirror E, strikes the
surface of the sample. The quantity of light striking the
















-16URE D-| Bandwidth Measurements fron\ Sample
TRANSMISSION/ CHARACTERISTICS
gj STANDARD




Figure D-2D\*granv of the Basic SpectrophotorAETER;
Insru>aent Depicted Measures the Spectral




P, unt: sami Le and bhe standard appear equally bright.
: asure of the decrease in brightness recuired to obts : :
brightness match is a • sure of the reflectance of the
samole at the wavelength in question.
.justing the slit width one may vary the wavelength




PIKST OHDH.R APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS
OF STIMULATED OPTICAL EMISSION FROM RUBY
1. Low Regenerative Environment
In the absence of regenerative feedback, the copulation
of the three states in the ruby optical maser are given by
the following equations
dN,
. -\a/ ("ki . M V ^
#= W,(N,-N,)- -*-+ 4dt " liV ' *' % T. (2)2
# = W3 CM-/V3)- 4jdt - "' W " "3/ Tj (5)
but ifl/'ip = in the absence of regeneration, so that (2)
above becomes
ifcU,- J^ + -JL
dt " T2 Ts (2s)
where the population N decays to state 2 with lifetime | •
,
N2 decays to state 1 with characteristic lifetime
\ 2* an<^
SAL ., the induced pumping transition probability oer unit
time is proportional to the pump power and the doping frac-
tion .
Under steady state conditions, dN3/dt a dNg/dt - dNi/dt
1. This section follows closely an analysis originated by
Mr. W. A. Snyder of Hughes Aircraft Company. His tutor-
ial assistance in the preparation of this material in




= so, from equation (3)
^-- WB1 (N k -N 3 )T; (4)
or
N,= W31T2 (N,-Nj (5)
and from equation (2a) above we have
%
So that substituting (6) into (5) it follows that
or
N, = )thTLh WaT,3 J
M











Since the total number of Cr"*"*"*" ions is fixed, then by
conserva
[fNg+Ng .= Nq, a constant. (i
Lee, the steady state values for the fraction of the
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One may proceed to investigate the condition of popula-
tion inversion as follows:
For values of f2 ^ 3 x 10" u sec (Maiman Brit.
EleXo Varsanyi, )
/ood, ^chawlow Py )
(Rev, Let. 3, 544
>59 )
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Prom the values of \„ and | „ given above,




and equation (14) reduces to




A nlot of(Ng - N-jj/Nq versus
^z\\ 2 on four c y°l e semi-log






--0.2 threshold level or equal
no, of ions in states 1 & 2
Vv_ TP (Proportional to pumping energy)
Figure £-1 The quantity ( No~ Nl^/No - as the fract:ion
of the total population which is inverted.,
Typical value of Wg^ f2 is 1 - W31 T*2 * 10
It can be concluded, that for I3/ '2^^ 1 anc* ^31 •3^^L »
1] 8

-f - + +that the Cr ions are almost entirely located m states
number 1 and number 2 since we can write equation (13) as
_fck_ £ _V^ ^0 for
-5-»|(18)
The transient behaviour of the state populations is found by
solving simultaneously, the linear first order differential
equations for the population of the three states. The solu-
tion can be obtained in the Laplace domain and the inverse
Laplacian will provide the time domain solution. For no
regenerative feedback and under steady state conditions,
equations (1), (2a) and (3) can be rewritten as follows:
-^- + %,U, ~ -&- - W3/V3 =0 (19)
#- + J£ 4L_ =0 (20)
j^-%A >fwsl + ^K=o (21)
Let T = W31 t, oC 2 . ^L_ ,andoi 3= ^-L_ , also
n 10» n20» and n30 = initial conditions of state population
where n]_o = N , n20 = n30 = ° since all the ions are initial-
ly in the ground state. Thus, upon introducing the Laplace
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A>[^^ (2t^o(3)^^(2d z tU2o/^3)j
One of the roots of the denominator ool equati
(22) through (24), is zero. In the general form, th nom-
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' YO ' —v/; >//..-/—
ff\i= E^tk (230
01* A/(> f<n-°*0 (04,)
By taking the sum of the residues, one may determine the
following time domain transient response equations
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fa
= "I (29)





X z = -/- o^ = - o^. (29a)
n'or the following aooroximations , and upon resubstitu-
tion for oC g , G>C 3 , we have






ft- 7 r -W3«< K,%
fa-fc ~--^+l = -<*,=• H,%
The following expressions for the state populations as
a fraction of the total population are finally obtained.
/V % I+- w3l % _ (w*Tz -
1
) e
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Since the term in equation 52 involving the transient decay
term which varies as £ 3 is only important for times of
the order of | 3, it may also be dropped for further sim-
plification of N2/N . Note that for large values of time t,
equations (31) through (34) correspond respectively to
equations (11) through (13) which are the steady state
evaluations of the state copulations
.




^ -Hi) &hVfB (35)
where 1 s nhv was utilized, so that p is the energy flow cer




A = surface area of the ruby
U -i -x = absorption cross section
h = :J lanck's constant
n * incident flux in photons oer second
o
p/A = flux density <^j rf/cm
^13 = i nc*uce d transition probability per unit time
between states one and three
In the design of a ruby laser, one may control, among
others, the following parameters related to the ruby sample
and the associated system components:
(a) Cr ion concentration
(b) Ruby length
(c) Reflectivity of the detached end plates
(d) Losses due to surface reflections from the end
of the ruby and any intervening surfaces in the
oath of propagation
(e) Ruby diameter
Tt is appropriate at this point, and of interest in the
light of the foregoing analysis, to consider the effects of
these controllable parameters on the threshold energy re-
quired to initiate stimulated emission,
Tn general, the effects to be considered are the follow-
i ne
4-++*
(a) As the Cr' ion concentration is lowered, the
gain per passage through the ruby decreases and
losses become more difficult to overcome, in-
creasing the threshold*
) As the length of the ruby sample is decreased,
12 5

th< ! in decreases, again increasing the thres-
hold.
(c) As the reflectivity of the detached end plates
decreases which imolies increased losses, and
system components such as a Kerr cell. Afollas-
ton prism etc. are added between the detached
reflectors, increasing the losses even more, the
threshold will increase progressively.
(d) As the diameter of the ruby increases and/or
4.4 4-
the Cr concentration increases, the samole
becomes optically thick and hence more difficult
to oump
.
Restricting our consideration to the first three
















Letting b r t , the pump pulse duration, and recalling the
oscillation condition for a sample in a Pabry-Perot inter-













where it must De remembered that
from Section IT.
Consider the cage of short Dulse operation, i.e.,
t ^ 0, in vvhich case threshold can be expressed in
o










since for t I^SS fh&h[2 we have vV13 \>^> 1/ ^~f and





iw»+° = Hh-%bt-\ (40
Lch relates the threshold energy to the three effects we
2. See reference (36) for a more detailed consideration.
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initially started out tc consider. In equation (40), q
would be defined by equation (12) of Section ITT,
2 . H i gh H e generat i ve Env i ronment
„
In the energy level diagram of figure II-l, the ground
state is the terminal level for the spontaneous emission
transition 2
—
>1 . Therefore, to produce a net stimulated
e diss ion ccmDonent it is necessary to have an incident numo
radiation intensity large enough to excite at least one-half
of the total number of ground state ions into level 2.
A quantitative descriDtion of stimulated emission in
ruby can be obtained from a solution of the more exact
steady state rate equations given below: (Note that A3 ]_,
A21 and 3^2 were neglected in the previous sub-section)
(1) dN2/dt . ,;12 m x - (A21f%) N2 4-S32N3 =
(2) dN3/dt = W1^ 1 - (W3i*A31 +.S32 ) N3 *
(3) Ni f Ng + N3 = NQ
Agl and A3 2 are Einstein A coefficients to account for
the spontaneous emission, and S3 o is the transition orobabil-
i ty for the nonradiative process (3—>2). The remaining
parameters have been previously defined.
A solution to the above equations is
3. The material contained under this sub-heading relies
primarily upon Reference (22). For a more thorough
coverage, the reader is advised to consider (17), (23)
and (20) in conjunction with (22)










ig a quantum efficience of unity, that Is, for
ery photon at frequency "Vr, absorbed, one photon is
emitted at [uency
~~\J-\ ? then, A.,-, <^/ S,, p c Also for very
h pumping powers i/Vg-j <V 3^g. Consequently, equation (4)
s imp lirles to
(5 hj 2. _r
N, (An + W„)
( 6) N» - N, * (Wp-An)
N» (wratA„+2Wa)
..nee in the normal laser mode or high regeneral ! .
mment, in order to obtain stimulal emission at t]
frequency V \2> it: ^ s necessar,y that •i t_-,>^j J freer; i n
>). Ls is the minimum condition* It is further re
that the excess population (Ng-N-j_) be sufficient to overcome
system losses as we have already seen earlier in this paper.
/ver is increaseo b ve the point *vhere
A.21 (equal populations), the crystal begins to emit
stj as well as spontaneous radiation. The spontaneous
emissic
> r is Ngh k, ^1» and since N 2 normally increases
by only a small amount ever the equal popul i value,
almost all add nal power developed at I requency v
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pears as stimulated emission. Since only this latter coir.-
ponent constitutes useful output it would be desireable to
ip at levels where
•'']o>^Pl' Under normal mode operating
conditions however, it is difficult in oractice to reach the
condition .<',
-^ = Agi* In the nulsed reflector mode system,
the c< ndition of - ; i3>^21 '' s achieved by numcing the ruby
towards a pseudo threshold quite higher than the normal
threshold for stimulated emission,, Laser action is held off
oy optical means as set forth in Section TIT, until Ng has
:reased by a goodly amount over the equal copulation
valut
. The cseudo threshold is suddenly removed, the ruby
finds itself far above the threshold where stimulated emis-
sion would normally have transpired , and the sudden equali-
zation of population values results in a giant pulse of
stimulated optical emission.
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